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 .html, merged related weapons for the magnum-revolver-1911 and.44 mag. Updated weather and terrain data. Use the front page button to view the contents of the folder. Readme included. Thanks to Gunter Severloh for porting the IFA 3mod to 1.12.2. References: Further discussion about the changes in the update can be found in this thread: The TNW mod was released today on the IFA forum.
There's a link to it on the front page and the links on the download page. Thanks to tozer for finding and porting it. I have recently had some time to play around with the mod and have updated the contents of the base folder as a result. It now has the following in it: Interact I have improved the interactions between people and objects. Players are no longer able to kick people People can now attack

people and buildings Players are no longer able to buy property Stratagems are more fun to use. Players can now jump through holes to gain access to people and buildings Much improved terrain generation. I have now included player models for TNW and GB. You can see some of these features in action in the gameplay video. There is now a set of objects that can be used to pass messages. You can
now right-click objects to examine them Right-clicking an object will give you a message detailing what the object does and what it does to you. I have added a new range of weapons, the Breda, HAP, ZF3-A and Stg-7. This should be similar to the weapons included with IFA3WarMod but I have included a few tweaks to make them more fun to use. I have also included new stock-images for the

AKM and M60. I have also fixed some of the bugs introduced in the 1.11.5 mod. Added a new set of weapons, the Kralk-36, MK-3, G3A3 and MP-2. Fixed the PKM. Added a new set of buildings, the AEB4. 82157476af
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